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What You’ll Need 

Glue or chewing gum Staple gun, hinges 

Fiberbored Lard and a bad Ruler 

1 fish head Tacks or cement or steel slats  
 

 

Instructions 

 

When an Emergecy or a Crisis Hits hard, you should protect you’re loved ones and 
you’re valuables, so build this grate safe cupboard.  Just follow the instructions: 

 

⚠ Bring out your bad Ruler to measure up how bad is the Emergecy.  If it is worse 

than the fish head then start to build NOW.  Shutdown all you’re other activities. 

 

⚠ Clear the area of any rapists or murderers before you start building the Cupboard 

because they really get in the way when you want to Build. 

 

⚠ Chop up the Fiberbored into simple shapes. (This stuff is usually made of a 

mishmash of old recycled off Cuts mashed up with glue by the manufacturer.) 
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⚠ Use cement or Steel Slats to bind four pieces of the bored together and stick it 

with tacks on the media or a lot of gums.  This is called the carcass of the cabinet. Let 
it dry out for a few weeks. 

 

⚠ Chop up more fiberbored into simple shapes.  This is the shelves. Glue them in. 

Don’t put too many shelfs or it will be too shelfish and there isn’t space for so many 

in this grate cupboard. This is for every individual one’s good. 

 

⚠ Now chop up two more bits for doors.  Tack them on or use glue or anything 

gummy or tacky, or the staple gun.  Make sure everything hinges smothly with lard.  

Buy a strong lock for the front of you’re cupboard and all you’re valuables will be Safe 

in the Emergecy! 

 

⚠ Then you will have fabricated you’re Emergecy Cupboard. 
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